A cleavage triple point and its meso-scopic structures: the Mustio Sink (Svecofennides of SW Finland)
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ABSTRACT


A cleavage-triple-point (CTP) structure is analyzed, located at the west side of the Mustio gneiss dome in the Svecofennides of southwest Finland. The presence of the CTP and the pattern of mesoscopic fold structures exclude the origin of the Mustio dome by successive interference of fold phases. The highly variable deformation structures are explained in a single-phase deformation model by using the theoretical specific strain environments of a CTP. These environments are (1) horizontal oblation on top of a dome; (2) transition from horizontal to vertical oblation on the flanks of a dome, and (3) vertical constriction in the center of the CTP. It is shown that each strain environment is associated with specific development of foliation, folds, mesoscopic fold interference and strain intensity. The theoretical strain environments are confirmed by strain analysis.

Introduction

In this paper, the evolution of the Mustio mantled gneiss dome in the Svecofennides of southwestern Finland, is analyzed with reference to two models: (1) interference of successive cylindrical folds, or (2) single phase non-cylindrical doming. Mapping of the triangular synform west of the dome reveals a cleavage triple point (CTP; Brun et al., 1981) structure of S, foliation (to be referred to as Mustio sink, Figs. 1 and 2). The occurrence of CTP's was predicted by Gorman et al. (1978) and Ramberg (1981), modelled by Dixon and Summers (1983) and first mapped by Brun et al. (1981) in the Finnish Karelides. Its main characteristic is a tri- or multi-angular foliation pit which steepens towards the center (Fig. 2). The strain fields range from vertical constriction in the center through foliation parallel oblation at the flanks, towards pure horizontal oblation at the top of a dome. At least three interfering rising bodies are required to create a triple point. At the onset of doming, the cover will passively rotate or actively slide into the forming sink. At this stage, a horizontal flattening field (with concurrent foliation fabric development) will develop on top of the culminating domes or antiforms and will radially spread (Dixon, 1975). As the sink progressively develops, a horizontal compression field will develop in the center of the sink. It originates as bi-axial compression in the center and migrates progressively towards uniaxial horizontal compression at the flanks of the CTP. This horizontal compression will overprint (Dixon and Summers, 1983) the previously developed horizontal flattening field,
Fig. 1. Simplified geological map of the Mustio dome. Note the lithological symmetry on the limbs of the dome. Reaction isograd (1) represents a wide reaction zone rather than a uni-variant boundary. See Fig. 3 for location of the map. (After Bleeker and Westra, 1987).

more or less halfway between the-center of the domes and CTP [i.e., the short axis (Z) of the strain ellipsoid changes from vertical to horizontal]. Hence, during the development of domes and sink, three different strain domains occur:
- progressive horizontal oblation at the top of the domes (zone 1);
- transition from horizontal to vertical oblation at the flanks of the CTP (zone 2);
- progressive vertical constriction in the center of the CTP (zone 3).

The presence of the CTP with its specific pattern of foldaxes in the Mustio area, excludes the origin of the Mustio dome by successive fold interference. Instead, its zonal strain distribution allows to explain the various generations and types of folding, by one-phase interdomal progressive deformation.

Doming is used here as a descriptive term. Several processes can lead to doming, e.g. ballooning (Bateman, 1984, 1986), buoyancy (Griffin, 1979; Dixon, 1975) or crossfolding, either simultaneous or successive (Park and Bowes, 1983). Criteria to distinguish the various processes have been raised and rejected (Coward, 1981; Bateman, 1984). The most difficult distinction concerns simultaneous cross-buckling or buoyancy of low density and low viscosity layers at depth, i.e., the distinction between a compressional, tensional or non-deviatoric stress field. Virtually, no criteria exist (Van den Eeckhout et al., 1986), except on the distribution of the total strain pattern. Obviously, the Mustio dome formation is related to the occurrence of a migmatized core, but whether this dome is a simultaneously “cross-buckled” migmatized rock-column or a buoyancy-driven structure, is difficult to ascertain. The minor deformational structures associated with the various processes will essentially be the same.

Geological setting

The Mustio dome is situated in the Kemio-Orijärvi-Lohja-Järvenpää (KOLJ) supra-crustal gneiss and schist belt (Fig. 3). It is part of the Svecofennian belt (1900-1880 Ma; Gaal and Gorbatschev, 1987) in which these late orogenic granitic domes occur abundantly (Simonen, 1980). The structure consists of intermediate to mafic volcano-sedimentary basal series, overlain by argillaceous sediments (Si-
monen, 1980); the core of the dome is migmatized and intruded by microcline granites (Fig. 4). The KOLJ belt has been interpreted to represent an ancient island-arc setting (Gaal, 1982). However, its basement has to be discovered yet.

Petrography and metamorphism

According to the general stratigraphy of the Svecofennides (Simonen, 1980 and the mapping of Härme (1953) and Bleeker and Westra
(1987), the rocks of the Mustio area (Fig. 1) can be divided (from old to young) as follows:
- Quartzo-feldspathic schists and gneisses, consisting of fine to medium grained felsic rocks with low biotite content. They are interpreted as meta-arkoses. Intercalations occur of calc-silicate gneisses and marbles.
- Pre-kinematic tonalitic to granodioritic intrusives. They occur as conformable lenses of coarse grained biotite bearing orthogneisses.
- Mafic to intermediate metavolcanics. They are associated with the tonalites and comprise biotite-hornblende gneisses, layered amphibolites and massive amphibolites (which can reach ultramafic composition). They are interpreted as subaqueous volcanic sediments mixed with basaltic flows and associated pillow lavas.
- Metagreywackes, which consist of a quartz, plagioclase and biotite.
- Metapelites, consisting of quartz, plagioclase, biotite, K-feldspar and sillimanite. A gradually transition exists between the metagreywackes and pelites.

This entire sequence is intruded by microcline granites and pegmatites, both as sills and dikes. Microscopic relations between porphyroblasts and foliation development demonstrate that peak metamorphism and migmatisation occurred post-\(F_1\) to early-\(F_2\) (Bleeker and Westra, 1987; Bleeker, 1984).

Relations and pattern of structural elements

The investigation of the Mustio sink was focussed on the pattern of the following structural elements: bedding \((S_0)\), main foliation \((S_1)\) and \(F_1\) fold axis or lineation \((L_{0 \times 1})\), \(F_2\) axial plane or crenulation cleavage \((S_2)\) and \(F_2\) fold axis or lineation \((L_{1 \times 2})\), mineral lineation \((L_{\text{min}})\). The labelling \(S_1 - L_{1 \times 2}\) accounts for the succession of structures established in each separate exposure and does not refer to regional events. The interpretation on the successive generation of structures on the scale of the entire area, will be discussed later.

Although altered by metamorphism, lithol-
Fig. 4. Compilation from maps (of Bleeker and Westra, 1987 and Van den Kerkhof, 1980) of the Mustio and Lohja area. Indicated are the major outcrops of granites and migmatites. Below the southern edge of the map (not compiled), migmatitic and granitic bodies occur, striking E-W (see also Fig. 3). A complex cleavage-multiple-point occurs at the NE and E side of the Mustio dome. See text for further discussion.

Structural boundaries are still clearly visible in the pelitic and leptitic parts of the supracrustal series (Figs. 5A,B,D and E). Bedding is recognized by compositional variation on dm scale and sedimentary structures (e.g. convolute layering, Fig. 5A). The primary layering shows a distinct dome pattern (Fig. 1). The core of the dome consists of microcline granites and quartzofeldspathic schists and gneisses with marble intercalations. It is mantled by respectively an inner ring of mafic to intermediate meta-volcanics, a meta-pelitic ring, an outer volcanic ring and an outermost band of quartzofeldspathic rocks intercalated with marbles. The core of the gneiss dome shows anatectic structures (up to 30 percent melt products; Bleeker and Westra, 1987).

$S_1$ is defined by parallel alignment of biotite. It is parallel to the primary layering in intrafolial folds and sedimentary structures (Fig. 5A and B), as well as axial planar to regular, tight $F_1$ folds of $S_0$. Other $F_1$ fold types include:
- Open to tight, irregular parallel folds within metaclastic and pelitic rocks (Fig. 5E). These buckle folds developed without a cleavage. Hence, for reasons given at the beginning of this section, the folds are labeled $F_1$.
- Large open to tight, single, parallel folds of broken marble beds within pegmatitic sills (schematically drawn in Fig. 7B).
The pattern of the main foliation across the Mustio and Lohja area is shown in a compilation form surface map (Fig. 4, compiled from Bleeker and Westra, 1987; Van den Kerkhof, 1980). The pattern was studied in detail at the west side of the Mustio dome (Fig. 2). Figure 2 shows the west dipping flank of the dome while in the northwest the foliation dips southward to form a major synform with the north dipping limb in the southwest of the map. Hence the complete pattern is a triangular synform in which the foliation dips towards a central point, where the foliation is vertical. Such a structure is defined as a cleavage-triple-point (Brun et al., 1981).

$L_0 \times 1$ fold axes conform the trendlines of the limbs of the CTP and occur mostly on the flanks of the structure. The $L_0 \times 1$ on top of the dome is the fold axis of the broken-off marble bed mentioned above (Fig. 2, coordinates 491–6673), and its significance will be discussed later.

The orientation of $S_2$ has been interpreted as symmetry plane of regular $F_2$ folds. The angle between $L_0 \times 1$ and $L_1 \times 2$ can vary from $0^\circ$ to $>45^\circ$ (Fig. 2, 487.1–6674.4). $F_2$ folding of $S_1$ occurs in:
- asymmetric folds to rootless isoclinal folds with transposed apices (Fig. 5B) in meta-arkosic beds. These folds are surrounded by unfolded stretched similar beds, and $S_1$ parallels both the folded and non-folded $S_0$ layering,
- tight is isoclinal similar folds of thin meta-pelitic layers within meta-arkosic layers (Fig. 5C). These intensively folded ($S_0$ and $S_1$) layers occur in stacks alternating with stacks in which the layers are non-folded (although in both stacks $S_1$ parallels $S_0$). The stacks are separated by granitic veins,
- open to tight, parallel, regular folds of 50 centimeter up to several meters, with crenulation cleavage (Fig. 5D).

When $S_1$ is folded, the $F_2$ axial plane is parallel or at a small angle with the general trend of $S_1$, on macroscopic scale. The pattern of the $F_2$ axial planes can be shown best by means of the $L_1 \times 2$ trend (Fig. 2). Following the outward dipping $S_1$ foliation of the dome, the plunge of $L_1 \times 2$ lies in a plane parallel to the enveloping surface of the dome, although the pitch of $L_1 \times 2$ varies in this plane. This variation, parallel to the strike of $S_1$, is seen in the opposite plunge at 489–6672.2 (less than $45^\circ$ northward and more than $45^\circ$ southward) and at 489.5–6671.9 (E and W plunge). The variation in plunge direction is horizontally expressed as rake angle with the $S_1$ foliation trend ($60^\circ$ at 489.5–6671.9). At the north and south flank of the CTP, $L_1 \times 2$ plunges both E and W, with small rake angles and amount of plunge varying from less than $45^\circ$ to almost vertical (488.5–6671). In the center of the CTP, the rake between $L_1 \times 2$ and $S_1$ trend is almost $90^\circ$, thus plunging in the dip direction of $S_1$. The $L_1 \times 2$ shows undulation in a plane roughly coinciding with the shape of the dome and sink. Undulation of $L_1 \times 2$ implies a reorientation after development or non-cylindrical genesis. At 487–6671.5 the reorientation shows three $L_1 \times 2$ plunging WNW and ESE. These foldaxes share an $S_2$ plane with consistent NNE dip. In stereographic projection, these fold axes plot on a great-circle coinciding with the axial plane of $F_2$ folds. The folds are non-cylindrical cur-
viplanar and, combined with the pattern of $L_{1\times 2}$, they undulate along the flanks of the CTP with their $S_2$ axial plane conforming the CTP.

Mineral lineation is mainly defined by amphibole. At one location the long axes of amphiboles coincide with the $X$-axes of volcanic bombs, thus representing a stretching lineation. The general trend is a progressively steeper plunge towards the center of the CTP.

**Interpretation**

**Foliation development and generation of fold structures**

Figure 5A shows convolute layering in metavolcanics. The bedding is inferred from compositional differences. A penetrative foliation is defined by alignment of metamorphic minerals, as can be seen best in the top of the picture. As mentioned earlier, this foliation parallels the primary layering in both the straight upper and bottom part, and in the chaotically folded central part. The intra-stratal character of the folds demonstrates that they either originated prior to solidification (e.g. synsedimentary) or under high-ductile, metamorphic conditions. The parallelism of $S_1$ both to folded and non-folded strata shows that $S_1$ developed along planes of preexisting, primary anisotropy (mimetic growth) and did not develop tectonically as axial plane cleavage in this exposure. We therefore interpret a synsedimentary origin of the convolution.

Figure 5B shows $S_1$ parallel to $S_0$ in the transposed apices of a shear fold and is not the axial-plane cleavage of the fold. This shows the absence of pervasive $F_1$ transposition affecting the entire bedding everywhere. More likely, flexural slip or differential flow causes locally both small and transposed dragfolds (Fig. 5B: transposition in the center versus small asymmetric folds in the surrounding layers), before or after $S_1$ was produced mimetically.

The pattern of $L_{1\times 2}$ cannot be due to interference of successive folding phases. Refold-

![Fig. 6. Schematic pattern of the meta-volcanic band of Fig. 1 and the trajectories (foldaxes and lineations) of $L_{1\times 2}$ are shown. Presumed $F_3$ refolding (B1) or doming (B2) from horizontal upright major $F_2$ folds (A) is set against single phase doming (C). Note the triangular map-pattern of the trajectories in the syn-$F_2$ sink. The axial symmetry of the $S_0$ implies $F_2$ refolding of an E-W striking $F_2$ antiform which consists of one major isoclinal recumbent E-W striking $F_1$ fold with the meta-pelites in its core (Bleeker and Westra, 1987). On the other hand, single phase doming implies a ring-syncline around the dome (Härme, 1953).](image-url)
Troeng, 1978; Schwerdtner et al., 1978a, 1983). However, it will never rotate $L_{1 \times 2}$ towards N–S horizontal parallelism at the western edge of the dome, but will give a straight E–W trajectory across the midline. Therefore, no independent $F_3$ could have caused the pattern of $L_{1 \times 2}$; the origin of $F_2$ is interpreted to be syn-genetic with doming.

**Model of the Mustio sink**

In the Mustio area the three specific strain zones (Introduction and Fig. 8) of a CTP and dome structure are outlined by the distribution of the earlier described fold types and the foliation development.

*Zone 1:* At the top of the Mustio dome a horizontal flattening took place during the development of dome and sink. This produced penetrative tectonic $S_1$ development parallel $S_0$ with concurrent chocolate-bar boudinage in the foliation. The $F_1$ boudinaged and slumped structure of the marble of Figure 7B is situated on the crest of the Mustio dome. Although no folding should occur because of layer-parallel oblation, off-the-dome (spruce tree vergence) slumping of the marble bedding within a granitic sill can occur, due to loss of integrity of the marble within a low-viscosity medium (Talbot and Jackson, 1987).

*Zone 2:* At the flanks of the CTP, the strain field changes from horizontal to vertical oblation. As a result folding of the foliation fabric can develop in three ways:

---

Fig. 7. Schematic block diagram of the Mustio dome and sink area. The drawn horizon represents the meta-volcanic band (see Fig. 1). As shown, single phase folding of the original layering can account for the outcrop pattern of the bedding at the Mustio dome. Inserts A–C schematically indicate the different $F_1$ and $F_2$ folding style and their location in the structure. Note that $F_1$ and $F_2$ factual relations in exposures. The anti- and synformal structure at the west side of the diagram (west of the Mustio sink) are an interpretation of the aeromagnetic-anomaly map, in accordance with Bleeker and Westra (1987). (Issued by the Geological Survey of Finland.)
- compressional folding (to-the-dome vergence) due to the transition of strain field, described above,
- cascade folds (off-the-dome vergence) due to decelerating flow downward (Dixon, 1975; Talbot and Jackson, 1987),
- shear folds (both vergences) due to differential subsidence (Dixon and Summers, 1983).

The tightness of the CTP defines the relative importance of the folding styles. However, all styles (Dixon and Summers, 1983) as well as both vergences of the folds can occur simultaneously. Within a migmatic pile of rocks the transition between a rising core and a subsiding cover will be diffuse. To-the-dome verging dragfolds (flexural slipfolds occur along thin bedding parallel neosomes, while off-the-dome (spruce tree) verging cascade and slump folds occur if a neosome reaches an extent that weakens or disconnects the layering (see also zone 1). The three folding styles can be recognized in the field. Figure 5B shows shear-folding at the south flank of the CTP. At 487-6674.4 (Fig. 2) an isoclinal fold (Fig 5D, with $S_2$ crenulation cleavage, is found. In the same exposure, cascade folds occur (Fig. 5C) which are separated from non-folded $S_1$ (parallel $S_0$) by a granitic vein, which acted as a decollement surface. Because migmatic veins may accommodate strain without recording it, they can form step-zones in intensity of folding.

All three fold types will develop with their fold axes initially circumferential parallel to the CTP flank, but as subsidence continuous, these axes rotate towards the dip direction of the flank to form sheath folds (Talbot and Jackson, 1987; ). An undulating refolding is produced along the limbs of the CTP within one progressive deformation event. The curvilinear $F_2$ folds along the limbs of the Mustio sink can be explained in this way. The genera-

Fig. 8. Schematic model of a CTP structure and inter-domal sink surrounded by rising mobile bodies (not shown). Indicated are the strain zones and the orientation of the strain axes (from the rim to the center respectively: zones 1, 2 and 3). For further discussion see text.
tion of these three types of folds, as inferred from overprinting relationships in the field, can be complex due to the occurrence of $S_1$ in this zone as both mimetic and axial to folds). Figure 8 shows that only the distance between dome-centre and CTP controls overprinting relationships of the folds developed:

- near the dome, the cover is folded after a mimetic foliation developed due to a strong initial layer-parallel flattening strain in zone 1 ($S_1$ parallel to $S_o$ and $F_2$ axial plane);
- near the centre of the CTP, folding occurs without a previous strong layer-parallel flattening strain producing a layer parallel foliation ($S_1$ develops as axial plane to $S_o$).

Folding in the transition zone takes place due to the subsidence of the cover, but the fabrics which are folded may differ in age depending on where they originated, and not when.

Zone 3: In the center of the CTP initially the horizontally obliteration was weakest or absent, being at the greatest distance from the granitic culminations. Almost at the beginning of the deformation history, horizontal bi-axial compression occurred, resulting into so-called curtainfolds (Talbot and Jackson, 1987) or vertical buckle folding without foliation development (Fig. 5E). Figure 7 shows a geometrical model of the Mustio sink and dome (in accordance with Häreme, 1953), in which the sedimentary layering is schematically drawn together with the specific folding of the three zones described above.

Strain analysis

Both qualitatively and quantitatively, strain analysis has been carried out. The locations of strain analyses are indicated in Fig. 2; the results are shown in Fig. 9. We used four different methods of strain measurement: (1) the $R_f/\phi$ method (Ramsey and Huber, 1983) has been applied on primary volcanic bombs (analysis VII); (2) the center-to-center method (Hanna and Fry, 1979; Erslev, 1988) has been carried out on garnet porphyroblasts which grew pre-$F_2$ folding (Bleeker and Westra, 1987; analyses II, III, VIII); (3) the density distribution method (Fernandez, 1988) on planar and linear minerals (analysis V); and

![Fig. 9. Results of strain analyses I–VIII. A logarithmic scale is used on both X- and Y-axis. Orientation and $k$-value are shown in the table. For the locations see Fig. 2.](image-url)
(4) the qualitative strain estimation of fabrics according to Schwerdtner et al. (1976) (analyses IV and VI). Except for method 1, all other methods have major restrictions on estimating the amount of strain (Veenhof, 19890. The methods have been used to indicate roughly the shape (i.e., constriction versus oblation) and orientation of the ellipsoid. When the CTP development is interpreted as one progressive deformation, the pattern (i.e., the shape and orientation) of the finite strain, throughout the deformation history, reflects the kinematic path of the sinking supracrustal rocks. Figure 8 shows the theoretical orientation and shape of the three principally different ellipsoids (Dixon and Summers, 1983). Except for analyses III and VII which point to circumferential stretching, all ellipsoids very well reflect the theoretical state of strain (Figs. 2, 8 and 9).

Discussion

Domino and associated deformational structures are still controversial (Coward, 1981; Van den Eeckhout et al., 1986; Talbot and Jackson, 1987; Paterson et al., 1989). In response to a rather general scenario of vertical tectonics (Eskola, 1949; Griffin, 1979) much attention has been paid to fold interference patterns for the origin of domes, in the Svecokarelides (Hopgood et al., 1976; Verhoef and Dietvorst, 1980; Van Staal and Williams, 1983; Park and Bowes, 1983; Ploegsma and Westra, 1989). Similarly Bleeker and Westra (1987) interpreted a successive folding history for the Mustio dome (Fig. 6B):

(1) a transposed bedding parallel S_1 and a large, recumbent, isoclinal, E-W striking fold (F_1) possibly related to an early phase of thrusting; (2) F_2 refolding of F_1 in a horizontal, upright, E-W striking fold; (3) refolding of F_2 along a N-S fold axis, to produce the domal structure (F_3). However, the pattern of mesoscopic fold axes described earlier, indicates that the Mustio dome is not an F_3 refolded major horizontal fold, but is formed (as dome) syngenetic with other major non-cylindrical folds, which strike E-W (Schreurs and Westra, 1986, who labeled these folds F_2) at the southern edge of the KOLJ belt (Figs. 3 and 4). This alternative interpretation of a single doming event solves the problem noted by Bleeker and Westra (1987) that any deformational imprint of D_3 is lacking from the Mustio dome, because there is no other folding event except for doming itself.

The CTP model explains the highly variable fold styles, the ambivalent foliation development and the variable strain intensity. The model explains the (locally rootless) refolding of the main foliation, developed parallel to S_0, without the necessity of invoking a long deformational period to transpose the S_0 parallel to S_1. These phenomena are controlled and limited by zones of progressively different heterogeneous strain of a CTP. Moreover, the model explains the non-coaxiality of L_{0x1} and L_{1x2}, because the time and place of fold development is controlled by the differential subsidence (flow tectonics, Talbot and Jackson, 1987) and the geometry of the sink. A fold phase interference as outlined in Fig. 6B would result in a high degree of coaxiality between L_{0x1} and L_{1x2}.

It is interesting to compare the present area with the Bergslagen region in central Sweden, which falls into the same tectonic province. Oen (1987) and De Groot et al. (1988) interpreted several generations of anorogenic granitic plutons in an attenuated and rifted crust, causing gravity deformation of a soft volcano-sedimentary cover. This eventually leads to folding in inter-diapir synclines. The Mustio area differs from Bergslagen in the amount of granite and the intensity of metamorphism, with both phenomena being higher. However, the granites in the Mustio area also lack any orogenic imprint because they triggered the deformation of the cover itself. Taking into account that most of the granite is migmatite, resemblance with the Bergslagen area is explained: a sedimentary cover softened by
migmatisation and granite injection will tectonically behave in a way comparable with soft sediment gravity deformation as postulated in Bergslagen.

Conclusions

From the presence of a cleavage-triple-point and the pattern of $L_{1} \times L_{2}$ it is concluded that the Mustio dome is not a result of successive interfering of independent fold phases. It developed simultaneously with regional large scale folds in a non-cylindrical folding mechanism.

The progressive and changing strain distribution inside a CTP is well expressed by the foliation and fold development of, and confirmed by strain analysis in the Mustio sink. It is therefore concluded that all deformation in the Mustio area is caused by a single-phase progressive event of an inter-domal synform. This doming and folding should therefore be labeled $D_{1}$ on a regional scale.
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